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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hi, I’m Stacey Ackerman. I am an agile coach with Ackerman Consulting Services. I am a busy working mom with 3 kids and 3 cats.  I also blog under the name “The Scrum Mom”. You can follow our family’s journey at scrummom.comHi, I’m Evan Ackerman. I’m 11 years old. I have a younger brother and sister. I am in 6th grade. I love to act and have my own you tube channel, Evan11omg!



WHY SCRUM AT HOME?

 Life is busy!

 It’s not my job!

What do I have to do again?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intro:-We started Scrum at home a year ago as a way to manage household chores. -I had been coaching clients on Scrum as a way to manage software development, but I thought I could apply some of what was working at work to organize the chaos to my home life.We started it because:Life is busy!-Working parents-Not enough hours in the day-Household chores were taking away from weekend fun.2) It’s Not My Job! (Evan)-My brother and sister and I always fought over who was supposed to do what. -My mom would say, who can feed the cats, and we all would say, “it’s not my job”!3) What Do I have to do again?-No one had a sense of ownership or responsibility and everyone expected someone else to do the housework – namely mom and dad.



APPLYING SCRUM VALUES @HOME
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
While we don’t have use the Scrum framework at home, we live by the scrum values.Commitment�-We make commitments to each other to take ownership for our work and to get it done on time.  -We stress that our commitments are part of the team, not the individual. In order to meet our family goals and get rewards (like TV), we must meet our commitments as a family.2) Focus (EVAN)-By selecting only a handful of tasks – usually 4 or 5, we can focus on the most important things to our family, like getting the laundry done or getting dinner ready.-We don’t worry as much about less important tasks.3) Openness-We have a Scrum board that shows what everyone is supposed to be working on.-The kids know what mom and dad are responsible for too.4) Respect (EVAN)-We do cabbages and roses every night where we talk about the good/bad things in our day.-We try to respect each other by listening when the other person is talking, but this doesn’t always go well. Sometimes we talk over each other.Courage-We try to give the kids the courage to try new things.-We rotate jobs so we can all learn new skills.-My youngest who is 7, is learning to cook by helping prepare dinner.



STEP 1: TIME BOX
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 Build in time each day for chores.

 Set the timer {we did 30 minutes}.

 Set a start/stop time period {sprint 1}.

 Intrinsically motivate {more time for play!}

 Reward success {did I hear ice cream?}

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Getting Started#1) Before we went into Scrum head-on, we started just incorporating housework into our daily lives to leave more free time on the weekends.#2) EVAN: We began with setting the timer for 30 minutes and we did as much as we could in that time box.#3) We motivated them by reminding them of the fun things we could then do on the weekend.#4) During our first sprint, my mom said we would get ice cream if we stuck to it.ME: It was important to get them into a cadence.



STEP 2: SPRINT PLANNING
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 Work it into a time you are already together.

 Explain why you are doing this.

 Set a goal and an incentive.

 Establish a timeline.

 Let the kids self-organize.

 Don’t make it too formal or institute too many rules.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After our initial sprint of just timeboxing, we decided to make sprint planning more formalized. EVAN:  We started this at breakfast time on a Sunday. Now we do sprint planning every few months when we get tired of our jobs. We usually do it on Sunday right after breakfast.STACEY: Why? So we can have more free time on the weekends and so everyone knows what they are expected to do.EVAN: Goal: To work as a team. All of the work must get done in order to get the reward. We have some jobs that are daily and some that are weekly. Our favorite family TV show is on Sunday nights, so our goal is to get all of our week’s jobs done so we can watch Once Upon a Time live with the family. If one person didn’t do their jobs, no one gets to watch the show, so we have to work together to get done.STACEY: -Don’t just assign chores. Let the kids be part of it. -We usually brainstorm the big items that need to get done. Then we figure out if it is a small, medium or large job. -We then let the kids distribute the work amongst themselves.-The first time we did this, I left to go get more sticky notes and the kids had self organized – they had written out their tasks and divided them amongst each other – I was amazed! This really gave them a sense of ownership.EVAN: I like sprint planning because…..



STEP 3: SCRUM BOARD
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 A simple white board works great!

 Put it in a place where its easily accessible.

 Having a different color sticky note for each person is 

helpful.

 Let the kids manage their tasks on the board.

 Redirect them back to the board if they ask what they 

need to do.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We already had a whiteboard – we just repurposed it for a scrum board.We have our board in the kids’ homework area. It is the first thing you see when you come in from the garage and right off of the kitchen. It works well because it is not intrusive, but easily accessible.In this first sprint, we didn’t color code our sticky notes. Later on we decided that it would be much easier to read with a color or every person. That change has stuck!By letting the kids physically move the tasks, it gives them a great sense of ownership and accomplishment for their work.My kids still ask from time to time, “what do I need to do?” I simply say, “Go check your scrum jobs.”It is helpful to find a set time each day to do ‘scrum jobs’. In the summer, they were done first thing in the morning. During the school year, it is typically after school. Scrum jobs need to be done to get a reward, such as a TV show before bed.EVAN: How does the scrum board help you stay organized???



STEP 4: SPRINT DEMO
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 Let the kids know ahead of time when they expect work 

to be done.

 Be clear on your ‘Definition of Done’

 Have them ‘demo’ their jobs for you.

 Accept the work as ‘done’.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Set a time – like Sunday at 5 pm. Give then adequate time to finish their scum jobs. Remind them that the sprint isn’t done until everyone’s jobs are done.2) EVAN: Sometime my parents have to explain what it means for a job to be done. When we unload the dishwasher, the dishes need to be put away too.3) We don’t do demos all of the time – most of the time trust has been earned, so it’s not needed. Some jobs that don’t go well, we ask for a demo – usually in the bathroom.4) EVAN: My parents will tell us if the Scrum jobs are done and if we get rewarded.



STEP 5: SPRINT RETROSPECTIVE
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 Scrum at Home looks very different today than a year 

ago.

 Every time we do sprint planning, we make changes.

 We keep learning what works and what doesn’t in our 

family.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What we have changed:Mom: We started doing sprint planning every week, and then learned that everyone liked to keep their jobs for a few months.EVAN: We are better now at dividing the work fairly.Mom: We have learned to only focus on the most important jobs, not try to tackle everything.EVAN: We try to trade off jobs to keep it fair.Mom: We no longer need to offer ice cream – scrum jobs have become an expectation.EVAN: “Not MY SCRUM JOB!” My brother likes to say this all of the time. We have gotten better though about learning to help each other out, like when my dad is sick, I might help with his jobs.
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We have a high-performing team!

Scrum jobs have become part of our daily routine.

The parents have gotten more involved.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MOM: Scrum has really become part of our daily routine.EVAN: Last summer I wrote this to do list and added in time for Scrum jobs.MOM: As parents, we decided we are going to participate more in sprint planning and taking tasks.Recently, we needed to come up with a reinforcement system as we were getting lazy. We are now trying to have an “X” system – 5 times and no TV. Not completing daily jobs is X-worthy.



SCRUM AT HOME 
ROLE PLAYING

10-MINUTE TIME BOX

1. Get into Scrum ‘families at your table.

2. Establish roles: parents vs. kids

3. Discuss the biggest challenges with managing 
your household (real or hypothetical).

4. Establish your first sprint goal (i.e distribute tasks 
evenly, know what is expected, get work done 
every day).

5. Plan your first sprint by writing tasks on sticky 
notes.

6. Decide how your family will manage the work.

7. Share with the group!
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QUESTIONS?
Contact:
Stacey Ackerman
Twitter:@Scrum_Mom
Blog: www.scrummom.com
E-mail: Stacey@Ackerman-Consulting.com

Evan Ackerman
Twitter: @Evan11omg

http://www.scrummom.com/
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